
 

 

You Asked, We Answered Checkout SHINEFINITY FAQ’s  
 
Working with a new color line can often bring about many questions. To feel confident in your 
SHINEFINITY color services it is important to take the time to become an expert in the 
technology and recommended usage. Review the frequently asked questions asked by stylists 
around the world and get ready to create beautiful demi-color with ease! 
 
What is a zero-lift glaze?  
 
This is a deposit only demi with the longevity of an alkaline demi and the gentleness of an acidic 
toner. It does not lift the natural base; this will allow the natural character of the hair to shine 
through.  
 
How is SHINEFINITY different from Color Touch?  
 
SHINEFINITY is a Demi glaze that does not lift the base. As it is featuring the balanced pH 
technology it will offer a more translucent finish without the balancing and richness of Color 
Touch. Color Touch will give more intensity and better balancing properties. It's an alkaline 
demi and can therefore lift the natural melanin and give these desired results.  
 
How is SHINEFINITY different from Color Touch Relights?  
 
Even though Relights is working in a slight acidic range and does not lift the base, there are 
quite a few differences between SHINEIFNITY and Relights. Relights doesn't feature balanced 
pH technology, therefore it starts and finishes in the acidic pH range and deposits on pre-
lightened hair only. Unlike SHINEFINITY, Relights also contains direct dyes. SHINEFINITY gives 
translucent tones to natural and pre-lightened hair, comes with an improved hair feel, and 
improved lastingness due to the use of oxidative dyes only, and offers a broader shade palette 
for multiple services.  
 
How is SHINEFINITY different from Color Touch Sunlight? 
 
They sit within the demi category. Sunlight has a very different performance; it is designed to 
lighten natural hair and therefore is an alkaline demi. 
   
 
 



 

 

How is SHINEFINITY different from Color Touch Instamatic?  
 
The result and shade palette of Color Touch Instamatic are very different from SHINEFINITY. 
Instamatic is designed for pastel results with a matte gloss finish and has no depth. 
 
How is SHINEFINITY different from Color Touch Plus?  
  
The results and shade palette of Color Touch Plus are very different from SHINEFINITY. CT+ is 
designed to cover gray hair. SHINEFINITY offers no gray coverage but rather a hue of tone over 
gray hair.  
 
How is SHINEFINITY different from Color Fresh Mask? 
 
These two products are quite different. Color Fresh Mask is a semi permanent color that 
doesn’t contain an alkalizer and it is not mixed with an activator. The formula relies on direct 
dyes with a lastingness of up to 10 washes. The shade palette offers more vibrancy and 
intensity vs SHINEFINITY.  
 
Can it be mixed with other Wella color? 
 
No, SHINEFINITY can only be used on its own. A change in the pH as result of mixing it with any 
other oxidative color will change the appearance of the end result. 
   
What is the need for 2 different Activators? Do I have to stock both?  
 
We recommend having both but it's up to you to decide. The two activators have been 
formulated to create the right consistency for both applications. Bottle activator makes the 
product suitable for bottle use, (fluid not drippy and leaving minimum residue in the bottle) 
Brush and bowl activator makes the mass firmer more cream like for targeted applications such 
as custom melts etc. Please be aware that different shades behave differently. As you might 
find one of the lighter shades with minimum amount of dye is fine in the bottle with the brush 
and bottle activator but one of the darker or red shades will be very difficult to get out from the 
bottle. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Do the Activators work with Blondor? 
  
The SHINEFINITY Activators are custom formulated for SHINEFINITY and should only be used 
with it. Mixing Blondor with the Activators will affect the consistency and pH of the mixed mass 
thereby affecting the end result significantly. Therefore, it is not recommended.  
 
Do the Activators work with IC? KP? And CT? 
  
The SHINEFINITY Activators are custom formulated for SHINEFINITY and should only be used 
with it. The Activators contain a special buffering system (balanced pH technology) that is 
tailored for the SHINEFINITY tint only. Mixing IC, Koleston Perfect or CT with the SF Activators 
will impact the pH of the mixed mass thereby affecting the end color result significantly. 
Therefore, it is not recommended.  
 
Can you mix with Color ID?  
 
No, this is not recommended. Mixing Color ID with SHINEFINITY will thicken up the mixed mass, 
but it will also result in color shifting and unpredictable end result since pH will be lowered.  
Why are they called activators and not developers? This is a conscious decision, to ensure the 
wrong developer/ activator will not be picked.  
 
Can I use SHINEFINITY with any other developer/activator? 
  
No, any other developer will not contain the balanced pH technology and will compromise the 
color results significantly. 
 
Can I use the True Grey activator?  
 
No, any other activator will not contain the balanced pH technology and will compromise the 
color results significantly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

What are the guidelines for mixing the Boosters? 
  
If you are using your target shade on a level X, you can mix : 
Level 09/- 08/ = 3g-12g of booster in to 60g of color  
Level 07/-06 = 6g-24g of booster in to 60g of color  
Level 05 and below 12g-30g of booster in to 60g of color  
 
Why do some of my results look darker than I expected?   
 
SHINEFINITY is a deposit-only color. Unlike alkaline oxidative colors like Koleston Perfect, 
Illumina Color, or CT it doesn't lift the natural pigment, so it is very much dependent on the 
starting substrate. 
  
If left on more than 20 minutes, can we expect deeper results? Longer lasting?  
 
No, the lastingness will not be majorly impacted if the color is left on longer than 20 minutes. 
There will be a slight difference in the depth and intensity. 
 
Why is there no level 10?  How do we communicate this to Shades users who use level 10?? 
 
For level 10 results, you can mix the 09/ shades with 00/00 1:1 00/89 & 00/66. 
 
What are booster tones used for? To cancel or enhance? 
  
They are used for both. You can use them to subdue tones further or create new interesting 
shades.  
 
 
Why use 00/00 for softening of shades, does it dilute both level and tone? 
 
It can be used to soften shades, on its own for a shine boost. When used to soften it will be 
diluting both depth and tone.  
 
Why do we now have a /0 before the depth? i.e. 06/07  
 
The /0 before the depth indicates the depth is more translucent. It also stands for zero lift and 
zero damage.  



 

 

 
Are the tonalities like CT? 
  
Some tonalities are similar, and you can recognize them from CT such /73 and /36 for example, 
but the finish will be different.  Others are completely new tonal combinations.  
 
How are the mix tones different from what we have today?  
 
The SHINEFINITY Mix tones are more translucent to fit the finish of SHINEFINITY. This means 
they are not too overpowering when mixed with other shades.  
 
Why are the mix tones called booster tones?  
 
The mix tones are called boosters because they boost the tonal value and are not a classic 
Wella mix tone with the intensity, so this name was more fitting.  
 
Does it stain the skin? What shades? 
 
The darker and intense the shade is, the more it can stain. The intensity of scalp staining does 
depend on the dryness of the skin and is true for all hair colorants. 
 
Can SHINEFINITY be used on facial hair?  
 
No, SHINEFINITY hasn't been designed to be used on facial hair. 
 
Can I do grey blending with SHINEFINITY?  
 
Yes, it can be used for subtle grey blending at first signs of grey. The result is natural and 
reflective. For best results, use on max 30% grey hair. It will not create any coverage.  
 
Can we offer a 5 min or 10 min Service option? 
  
There are some shades where you can see results as from 5min: 08/8, 08/98, 08/38, 08/34, 
09/73, 09/61, 09/65, 09/81 
Some as a 10min: 07/59, 07/81, 06/02, 06/07, 05/98. 
 
 



 

 

Can I recommend Color Fresh Mask as a take home for maintenance? 
  
Yes, it is possible for Color Fresh Mask to be used for maintenance.  
 
Does SHINEFINITY have the same removal and Post color process as other Wella Color 
products? 
 
After coloration services with oxidative hair colorants, the usage of post-treatments is 
recommended in order to neutralize the pH since permanent and demi-permanent hair 
colorants are alkaline. Since SHINEFINITY features the balanced pH technology, it operates in a 
gentle pH range, finishing off the process slightly acidic, the use of post treatment products is 
not required. 
 
Can SHINEFINITY be used to fill when going darker?  
Yes, it is possible to darken up to three levels without pre filling if using shades with added 
warmth. Use 05/37 as it is an ideal shade for darkening or mix 08/34 into your target shade to 
support with warmth. 
 
Do I need to mix it with a developer? 
  
Yes, SHINEFINITY needs to be mixed with the SHINEFINITY activator: either the one for brush & 
bowl application, or the one for liquid application. 
 
Can I mix it with water?  
 
No, SHINEFINITY needs to be mixed with the SHINEFINITY activator: either the one for brush & 
bowl application, or the one for liquid application. 
 
Can I apply at the backwash?  
 
Yes, you can apply SHINEFINITY at the backwash with the specific liquid activator, but also as a 
traditional color with brush & bowl thanks also to the relevant activator. 
 
How do I mix it?  
 
SHINEFINITY is mixed 1:1 with the SHINEFINITY activator.  You can choose bowl and brush 
activator for precision or the bottle activator for speed. 



 

 

 
Why is SHINEFINITY mixed in a 1:1 ratio?   
 
The specific dye combinations in the tint and the buffer system in the activator have been 
designed to be used at the mixing ratio at 1:1.  
 
What will happen if I mix SHINEFINITY 1:2?  
 
Simply put, the color result will not be as intended. This is because a 1:2 ratio will affect the 
concentration of the dyes in the final mix as well as the pH, which plays a big role in proper 
color formation. 
 
Do I have to use a scale?  
 
No, you can use the measuring cups or the applicator flask that has the measures on the 
outside.  
 
Do I apply SF on damp or dry hair?  
 
You can apply it to both damp or dry hair.  
 
What is the difference of applying to damp or dry hair? 
  
If applied on damp hair you can typically work through the hair faster and you may get a slightly 
softer deposit of the tone.  
 
How do I decide on an application method? 
 
Depending on the result you want to achieve. For example, if you use it after a blonding service 
at the bowl/basin, the hair is typically damp and would save you time. If you have a corrective 
client where you are working with multiple shades or precision, it can be a benefit to work on 
dry hair.  
 
Can I use heat with SHINEFINITY, is there any difference in results?  
 
Yes, using heat gives more intense results, great when you want to intensify your reds or blend 
away the first signs of grey hair. No cool down time needed! 



 

 

 
I find the tone too strong; how can I soften the result?  
 
You can use 00/00 clear to soften any shade. This will be captured in a visual way in the 
technical folder.  
 
I find the tone too delicate; how can I intensify the result?  
 
You can mix a slightly darker shade as it will be more tonal or use the booster tones if you 
would like more cool tones intensifies.  
 
Do I need to perform an allergy alert test for SHINEFINITY?  
  
Like with any other product using oxidative dyes, the danger of an allergic reaction when using 
SHINEFINITY still exists. That’s why you should always perform an allergy alert test 48 hours 
before any SHINEFINITY services. 
 
Can I recommend clear as a no color gloss?   
 
Yes absolutely, it is suitable to be used on any depth and will never lighten the natural hair.  
 
Can I use ColorMotion+ Pre-treatment before SHINEFINITY?  
 
ColorMotion+ Pre-treatment is no needed since SHINEFINITY features the balanced pH 
technology that essentially regulates the color pH to a controlled range for reliable, true-to-
tone color results.  
 
What is the best recipe to remove SHINEFINITY?  
 
Same removal properties as our other hair colorants.  A 100% discoloration is not possible with 
most shades. To what extent the color will be removed depends on the shading. Blue is easiest 
to remove, while the least removal will be for red color results. Please keep in mind that it's not 
recommended to use a SHINEFINITY glaze service after a color reducer, as the results may be 
unpredictable. 
 
 
 



 

 

Can a color remover (such as Color Renew) be used to remove SHINEFINITY? 
  
Yes, but, 100% discoloration is not possible with most shades. To what extent the color will be 
removed depends on the shading. In principle, blue will be easiest to remove, while the least 
removal will be for red color results. Please keep in mind that it's not recommended to use a 
SHINEFINITY glaze service after a color reducer such as Color Renew, as the results may be 
unpredictable. 
 
Can I use SHINEFINITY and Koleston Perfect or Illumina Color on the same head and merge 
together?   
 
Yes, this is possible. KP or Illumina can for example be applied on the roots to achieve better 
coverage while lifting the natural pigment. SHINEFINITY, being a glaze, can be applied on the 
lengths and ends and the two products can be blended for a smooth transition. These products 
can be intermixed however (i.e SHINEFINITY shades should only be intermixed with other 
SHINEFINITY shades and the dedicated SHINEFINITY Activator). 
 
Can I use SHINEFINITY and Color Touch on the same head and merge together?   
 
It is not recommended to use SHINEFINITY in combination with Color Touch. (vs. Koleston 
Perfect and Illumina Color, which are recommended). 
 
Can I use SHINEFINITY with a bonding technology (such as WellaPlex)?  
 
Yes, sequenced usage of WellaPlex step 2 can be applied with SHINEFINITY. WellaPlex should 
not be mixed into the SHINEFINITY color mass, since this will interfere with the balanced pH 
technology  
 
Can I use SHINEFINITY after Blondor Plex?  
 
Yes, SHINEFINITY can be used after BlondorPlex. 
  
Should I use number 2 after SHINEFINITY or after BlondorPlex? 
  
Yes, you can use WellaPlex no.2 before and after SHINEFINITY. 
 
 



 

 

Can I add WellaPlex to SHINEFINITY?  
 
No, WellaPlex will affect the pH of the color mass making it more acidic, leading to 
unpredictable shifts in the tonality of the color result. It is therefore not recommended to be 
used with SHINEFINITY. In addition, SHINEFINITY operates in a gentle pH range and doesn't lift 
or damage the hair, leaving it soft and healthy-looking. No need for a bond builder in the 
glazing step. Use in the lightening step if needed.  
 
Can I add Color ID to my SHINEFINITY Formula?   
 
It is not recommended. It will thicken up the mixed mass consistency, but it will also shift the 
color direction since the pH will be lowered. 


